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I
INTRODUCTION
The political, economic, and social upheavals of the mid-seventeenth century are
called a ‘General Crisis’, and debated under that rubric, in most countries.1 The
exception is Germany. For historians of Germany, the Thirty Years’ War is the
central concept for organizing the seventeenth century.2 Conversely, historians
of the general crisis have largely ignored Germany.3 This is unsatisfactory on
both sides. For the crisis historians it is unacceptable not only because any theory
of general crisis must be able to account for Germany, but also because the
Thirty Years’ War was the most spectacular disorder of the crisis period. German
historians, on the other hand, cannot be satisfied with a purely German account of
the Thirty Years’ War that suppresses the wider political and economic context of
what was, after all, a ‘European civil war’.4
This chapter will reconcile these viewpoints by putting Germany squarely at
the centre of a theory of the crisis that takes existing crisis theories as its startingpoint, but also shows how the Thirty Years’ War, largely caused by the peculiar
institutional structure of the Holy Roman Empire, in turn wrought significant
institutional change, not just in Germany, but throughout Europe.
II
THE GENERAL CRISIS DEBATE
Lively debate has surrounded the seventeenth-century crisis since the 1950s. One
current has argued that the crisis was economic in origin. A second has focused
on politics, particularly the mid-century revolts and rebellions. A third current has
adopted a sceptical stance towards the very concept of a general crisis.
The economic strand of the debate, in turn, falls into three broad classes: Marxist
theories, theories stemming from price historians, and theories that locate the
cause of the crisis in long-term ecological or demographic movements.
The Marxist historians of the general crisis saw it as a critical juncture in the
transition from feudalism to capitalism. E.Hobsbawm opened the debate in 1954
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along these lines,5 followed by B.Porshnev, who saw two separate stages of class
struggle. The mid-century revolts were a ‘lower form of class struggle’ between
peasants and feudal nobility, which the nobility won by developing the central
state. A ‘higher’ class struggle for control of that new entity then followed,
between bourgeoisie and feudal aristocracy.6 Variants on these themes followed:
M.Hroch and J.Petrán argued that an exogenous contraction in demand triggered
the crisis, issuing in rebellions in the west and feudalization in the east.7 Class
struggle, in other versions, is less important than changes in the forces and
relations of production.8
All Marxist theories shared two basic elements: the revolts were class
conflicts, and the crisis was one of production, part of the transition from
feudalism to capitalism.9 But there was wide disagreement. Was the primary
cause of the crisis changes in production, or in the balance of class power?
Which classes were in conflict? Was this the first crisis of rising capitalism or the
last crisis of declining feudalism?10
Another group of economic historians, less theoretically motivated than the
Marxists, concentrated on the evidence of price trends, diagnosing the
seventeenth century as a period of instability following the sixteenth-century
‘price revolution’. P.Chaunu focused on the evidence of Spanish-American
trade, whose final two Kondratieff cycles (the violent fluctuations of 1600–20,
and the general decline of 1620–50) he identified with the general crisis, possibly
as its cause.11 R.Romano broadened the focus to the whole European economy,
and to agriculture rather than trade as that economy’s largest sector. While
underlying structural factors such as the reimposition of serfdom play a role in
Romano’s theory, a Keynesian demand slump is viewed as the trigger, associated
with the monetary upheavals of northern and central Europe in 1619–22.12
Finally, a third group of economic theories of the crisis focused on ecological
and demographic trends. J.A.Eddy argued that the ‘Maunder minimum’, the
period of low sunspot activity in the seventeenth century, caused lower
temperatures and higher precipitation, poorer and later harvests, and a panEuropean (even world-wide) subsistence crisis.13 E.Le Roy Ladurie argued that
the cycles of expansion and contraction in the European economy were caused
by an inescapable Malthusian dynamic. When populations hit their production
ceilings, they limited their numbers by the ‘positive checks’ of famine, pestilence
and war and the ‘preventive checks’ of late marriage and low fertility.14
According to Le Roy Ladurie, Europe reached such a Malthusian ceiling in the
seventeenth century, resulting in a protracted crisis of subsistence.15
The political theories of the crisis have as a rule been less sophisticated and
less general than those put forward by economic historians. While even
contemporaries were aware of the revolts throughout Europe in the midseventeenth century,16 it took until the mid-twentieth century for historians to
overcome their nationalist isolation and tell Europe-wide stories about the
remarkable cataract of disorder.17 Some valuable insights were gained, notably
by the first attempt at a political explanation, by H.R. Trevor-Roper, who argued
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in 1959 (against Hobsbawm) that the mid-century revolts were not a class
struggle, but political conflict between a court faction (which benefited from the
growing strength of the Renaissance state) and a country faction (which suffered
the consequences).18 This idea was disputed by historians of other countries, who
were quick to point out Trevor-Roper’s Anglocentricity, and to substitute the
peculiar political conflicts of their own countries as the driving force of the crisis.
R.Mousnier argued that the crisis resulted from conflict between nobility and
crown over taxes, as in France during the Fronde, while J.Polišenský argued that
it was an international crisis confronting absolutism and parliamentarism, as in
Central Europe during the Thirty Years’ War.19
These divisions were exploited by the sceptics, who argued that the
midseventeenth-century crisis was not unique in early modern Europe, but just
another cluster of disorders, no different from similar clusters in previous years.
P.Clark, J.H.Elliott, I.Schöffer, and J.Topolski separately pointed out spates of
popular revolt and political rebellion at periods other than the 1640s: e.g., in the
1560s and 1590s. The economic decline, also, began at different times in
different parts of Europe: in northern Italy in the 1580s, Germany and Austria in
the 1620s, France and the Baltic in the 1650s, and Castile in the late seventeenth
century. England was only slightly affected, and the Netherlands hardly at all.
Topolski argued that the seventeenth century saw not a general economic crisis,
but ‘consolidation’ and the beginning of regional differentiation. Others
contended that the evidence is flawed, and too regionally various to support the
notion of any simultaneous or widespread economic breakdown.20
Of most interest in the present context are two theories of the crisis, put
forward by R.Brenner and N.Steensgaard, that draw together some or all of the
strands in the debate surveyed above. Brenner’s 1976 article pulled together the
three currents of economic theories of the crisis—the Marxist, the price-cyclical,
and the ecological-demographic.21 Brenner agreed with Romano’s emphasis on
agriculture, and with Le Roy Ladurie’s focus on the relationship between
population and resources, but he argued that trade and population cycles did not
determine the course of the crisis. Why did the same cycles give rise to different
outcomes in different parts of Europe: refeudalization in eastern Europe, peasant
farming in France, large commercial estates in England? For Brenner, social
structure was the answer: the seventeenth-century crisis was caused by class
conflict between lord and peasant, and the differing paths of the crisis were
caused by the different relative strengths of these classes in different European
societies.
The avenues opened by this analysis were never explored. Historians within
national traditions took—sometimes justified—exception to Brenner’s
delineation of specific national social stmctures.22 The ensuing debate obscured
Brenner’s perception that divergent patterns of economic crisis in seventeenthcentury Europe may be explained by differences in social structure. The further
challenge, of using social structure to explain the divergent patterns of political
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crisis (revolt and rebellion), was not taken up. Brenner’s approach to the
economic crisis was not carried over into the political sphere.
Where Brenner had tried to integrate the different economic theories of the
crisis, Steensgaard tried to integrate the political with the economic. He argued
that the crisis was caused by changes at the interface of politics and economics,
changes in distribution, and redistribution. On the one hand, he saw a
redistribution among states, with growing North Atlantic trade displacing the
declining Spanish American and Mediterranean trade. On the other hand, and
most centrally, he saw a redistribution within states:
Behind the conflict we find the same thing everywhere, the State’s demand
for higher revenues… In every case it was the governments that acted in a
revolutionary manner: the tax demands disrupted the social balance. They
did not create a revolutionary situation: they were in themselves a
revolution.23
Steensgaard deployed evidence of the huge growth in the resources extracted by
the early modern European state, and the military, bureaucratic and fiscal
pressure necessary to achieve this. But the avenues opened by this approach (as
with Brenner’s) were never explored.
III
GERMANY AND THE CRISIS THEORY
All these theories have one thing in common: they leave out Germany. What
happens when we put Germany back into the picture?
Germany and the economic theories
Economic theories of the crisis fail the test posed by German territorial
fragmentation. Economic cycles varied across German regions, whose
economies began to diverge more widely precisely in this period. While
commercial agriculture and ‘proto-industries’ arose in western Germany, eastElbian Germany refeudalized. Some German regions never recovered from the
trade slump of 1619–22 and the hyperinflation of the 1620s, while others
emerged relatively unscathed. Parts of Germany (such as Hamburg) flourished
through the Thirty Years’ War, but most were hard-hit, and still others had begun
to decline before the war began.24 Nor does a cyclical theory account for the
German mid-century revolts and rebellions, which were regionally diverse and
not closely correlated with economic performance.25 If the crisis consisted of a
cyclical downswing, in Germany it was modified by factors peculiar to each
region.
German class structure was also affected by the fragmentation of the Empire
and its complex social and institutional structures. Eric Hobsbawm’s mid-
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seventeenth-century peak in class conflict between the bourgeois and feudal
classes cannot be found in Germany. The Imperial institutional framework
largely isolated Germany’s most powerful bourgeoisie, that of the Free Imperial
Cities, from both peasants and nobles. The territorial ‘home towns’, as Mack
Walker shows, obtained princely guarantees of their corporate privileges in this
period.26 The large number of courts, and the immense growth in government in
this period, meant that in many German territories, the commercial and industrial
bourgeoisie were losing ground to a political bourgeoisie of bureaucrats,
Kameralunternehmer, court bankers, and others dependent on state favour.27
Even industrial and commercial bourgeoisies depended increasingly on
monopolies, subsidies, and other privileges granted by the prince, often within
the framework of corporate or feudal institutions.28 These adaptive responses,
rather than conflict with the nobility, shaped the role of the German bourgeoisie
in the crisis.
Their institutional isolation deprived German towns of the incentive to make
common cause with peasants against nobles. There was little bourgeois support
for early modern German peasant revolts, according to Schultz and Heitz, and
little peasant involvement in urban revolts.29 The German urban conflicts studied
by Friedrichs were driven primarily by divisions internal to the bourgeoisie,
rather than mirroring feudal-bourgeois class antagonisms.30
The German towns’ dependence on the state directed conflicts between
bourgeoisie and nobility into institutional resolutions rather than violent
confrontation. Indeed, the German bourgeoisie supported the military activities of
the ‘feudal’ (aristocratic or monarchical) classes, during the Thirty Years’ War,
rather than resisting them.31 Friedrichs finds that there was a slump, not a peak,
in German bourgeois revolts between 1620 and 1650.32 The German crisis did
not see the bourgeois victory of Hobsbawm’s analysis, at least partly because their
symbiosis with princes and nobility limited the growth of German towns.33 In
addition, the Thirty Years’ War drained most free and territorial German cities of
resources, stifled the industry and commerce on which an independent
bourgeoisie would have relied, and strengthened the control of the feudal nobility
or the state over ‘free’ bourgeois institutions.34 The German bourgeoisie was
either weak, or politicized, or unintegrated into territorial society. Its role in the
crisis was minimal. Whatever the case with other European societies, in
Germany the seventeenth-century crisis was not caused by a bourgeois
revolution.
Nor was the crisis caused by Porshnev’s or Brenner’s peak in feudal conflict
between lord and peasant. Feudalism, too, varied across German regions, and
was shaped by a wide variety of social and political institutions— in particular,
as Heide Wunder argues, by peasant communities and the state.35 German
landholding arrangements were diverse, and in many of them the peasants did not
confront a feudal aristocracy.36 In western Germany by the seventeenth century,
most peasants had redeemed feudal obligations, or seen them pass to territorial
princes, city magistracies, or religious houses. Peasant revolts, even against
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‘feudal’ exactions, were therefore often channelled by the institutional
affiliations and privileges of the landlords, rather than by class. In eastern
Germany, where ‘feudalism’ survived, conflict was also channelled by variations
in social and political institutions.37
Moreover, conflicts between peasant and noble classes were often less
important than differences within the peasant class or within the nobility. Early
modern German villages were deeply riven, the interests of broad strata below
the peasantry opposed to those of the richer ‘full peasants’, who were often in a
minority.38 These divergent interests prevented unified peasant (or ‘rural
proletarian’) resistance to landlords, or channelled such resistance, where it arose,
to the disadvantage of the peasant class as a whole.39 Nor did the German
nobility usually present a united front, even within the bounds of a single
territory. Some parts of the aristocracy had become bureaucrats, tax-farmers and
lenders to the state. Others derived their income from feudal rents. Still others
were unemployed, or in the service of foreign princes, supplanted in military and
governmental functions by assorted court Jews and military entrepreneurs,40 and
in bureaucratic office by a new Staatspatriziat of bourgeois technocrats.41 This
divergence of economic and social interests generated conflict within the
aristocracy and reduced cohesion in cases of conflict with other classes.42 These
deep fissures within, rather than between, classes were no less evident at the
Imperial level than within particular territories: the Thirty Years’ War itself, after
all, began as a conflict between coalitions of territorial nobility.43
For German peasant revolts, feudal conflict was neither sufficient nor
necessary. Indeed, the ‘refeudalization’ of Brandenburg and Pomerania
proceeded in the seventeenth century without serious revolts.44 Where revolts were
most numerous in the period after 1600, in southern Germany and the Habsburg
lands, they were directed against taxation or religious regulation as often as
against feudal burdens.45 Even in cases of feudal conflict, the issue was often the
intensification of seigneurial burdens by the prince’s growing bureaucracy,46 a
pattern particularly common in Germany because the Imperial framework
sustained small territories where the prince was the major landlord.47 Nor can we
argue that, when German peasants resisted the state rather than the nobility, they
were merely resisting ‘centralized feudalism’.48 There were very few German
peasant revolts in which state innovations benefited only the nobility. Indeed,
most larger German territories implemented policies of Bauernschutz in the
seventeenth century, protecting the peasant household and the peasant
community against lords for fiscal purposes.49 Even during ‘refeudalization’,
princes did not always support the economic interests of the nobility; their
support for peasant resistance was widespread and deliberate.50
Rebellious German peasants, even east of the Elbe, found it worthwhile to
invest large sums in lobbying and litigation against their feudal lords in the
courts of the territorial lord, and against the latter in Imperial courts.51 To
conduct these cases, peasants sent permanent deputies to princely and Imperial
courts, and established corporate peasant ‘syndicates’, subsequently the focus for
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other forms of collective action.52 Despite the protests of the noble Estates,
princes and emperor were increasingly willing to accept such cases.53 Laws
enabling peasant litigation against lords were promulgated in the Habsburg
hereditary lands from the 1530s on, and in the large and medium-sized territories
of the Empire in the 1560s (e.g., Saxony in 1559); they were intensified
everywhere towards the end of the century.54 Passages enshrining this right
increasingly appeared in legal textbooks.55 The volume of such litigation
increased from the late sixteenth century onwards.56 The prince’s courts were
consistently prepared to issue peasants with at least redress of grievances, and
often favourable judgements,57 despite complaints from the whole noble Estate
that such protracted ‘parliamenting’ with the rebellious peasants was ‘counter to
our forbears’ custom and privilege’.58 In early modern German peasant revolts,
Schulze finds, ‘almost always, concrete and palpable results can be observed,
such as reductions in taxes, restrictions on corvée, general pardons for
participants in revolts, indeed even changes of ruler’.59
In Germany, the ubiquity of peasant litigation against lords, the willingness of
peasants to invest resources in it, the favourable judgements delivered, and the
rising chorus of noble complaint against it, cast doubt on the argument that the
state might judge against individual nobles but not against the interests of the
nobility as a class, and thus that peasant revolts against the German state were
simply part of ‘feudal’ conflict.60 Although not the objective and benign state of
conservative historiography,61 the German Kleinstaat was not the ‘captured’
state, either, a mere tool of the feudal nobility.62
Finally, the severe conflicts between nobility and princes in German territories
cast doubt on a view of the crisis in terms of feudal conflict between lord and
peasant. The Bohemian Revolt in 1618, the Lower Austrian and Moravian
revolts of the same date, and the Upper Austrian rebellion of 1626 were all noble
rebellions against Habsburg centralization.63 In 1620, the Saxon nobility resisted
their Elector’s aid to the Emperor in suppressing the rebellious Bohemian
nobles, ‘their dear neighbours, their friends through blood and other ties, and also
their co-religionists’.64 In 1625 the Hessian nobility, rebelling against the
military, fiscal and religious policies of their Landgrave, put itself under the
protection of the Emperor.65 The nobles of German territories resisted the state
because it taxed them, because it forced a state religion on them, because it
replaced them in administration and military endeavour by new universityeducated technocrats (Kameralisten), and because it competed directly with them
for the extortion of peasant surpluses.66
The relationships of economic classes with the state and with one another in
seventeenth-century German societies covered a spectrum. At one end, there
were small principalities where landlord and territorial lord were one and the
same, although even here the state cannot be viewed solely as a tool of class
conflict between lord and peasant. But, on the other end, there were German
territories where a variety of classes, sub-classes, corporate groups, institutions,
and individuals (including the state’s own bureaucracy and military) all
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competed for favours from the state. In addition, the Empire made all German
states subject to various levels of pressure and legitimate interference from
outside. The characteristics of German popular revolts and noble rebellions
suggest that in most German territories by the seventeenth century, the state was
the tool of no single class, but rather purchased support (via redistributive and
regulatory policies) from many social groups, trading off to the point where the
ratio between favours given and support received was roughly equal for each
group.67 This suggests that German absolutism cannot be viewed as merely the
centralization of feudalism, and the crisis to which it contributed cannot be
simplified as a form of feudal conflict.
Germany and the political theories
But if Germany does not confirm the economic theories of the crisis, it provides
even less support for the political theories. For German politics, Trevor-Roper’s
idea of a crisis between luxurious ‘court’ and puritan ‘country’ is all but
irrelevant. There were literally hundreds of courts in the Empire, and most were
geographically and socially close to the rest of their territories. The pressures for
confessional uniformity arising from the Augsburg religious settlement caused
German puritan movements either to be outlawed altogether or, as with
Württemberg pietism after 1645, to become almost the state religion.68
But French high politics come no closer than English to providing a European
paradigm. Mousnier views the crisis as a struggle between crown and nobles
over taxation, resolved by the emergence of absolutism. His argument that the
absolutist state ‘resolved’ the crisis appears peculiarly inappropriate for German
societies, repeatedly destabilized by absolutist taxation and warfare.69 Moreover,
relations between princes and nobles were channelled by factors specific to each
European state and, in Germany, by Imperial institutions. The French nobility
may have invariably opposed princely centralization and taxation, but in
Germany matters were not so simple.70 Many German nobles were Free Imperial
Knights, excluded from all but Imperial and Circle taxes.71 Other nobles, in the
Habsburg hereditary lands for instance, administered and benefited from taxes
paid by other classes; despite their own opposition to absolutism, they also
opposed popular revolts. The nobles of small southwestern principalities (where
feudal and territorial lordship coincided) strongly supported rising taxes, as also
in territories such as Mecklenburg, with strong noble estates and a weak
bourgeoisie.72 Elsewhere, as in Brandenburg, the nobility was split, with the
larger nobles sharing fiscal responsibility with the prince, and supporting higher
taxation, while the Junkers resisted such competition for peasant surpluses.73
Only the nobles of Saxony, Hessen-Kassel, and the Rhine territories resembled
French nobles in resisting princely taxation.74 Every German society had
different fissures between nobility and prince and within the nobility itself.
Indeed, political theories of the crisis tend to fail the test of territorial variation
for Europe more widely
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But there is another reason these theories based on emerging nation-states such
as England and France cannot be generalized. Europe still contained a number of
‘composite states’ (in Koenigsberger’s phrase), of which the Spanish Empire and
the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation were only the most outstanding
examples.75 In composite states, politics were channelled by a complex
institutional framework of interlocking and competing levels of sovereignty.
Indeed, the institutions of the Empire, it will be argued presently, were what gave
the German crisis its peculiar form.
Yet even Polišenký’s theory of the crisis in terms of Central European
international politics fails to take account of Imperial institutions. He describes it
as a ‘political crisis of the old ruling classes’ (principally the Thirty Years’ War),
driven by a confrontation between a ‘Spanish’ (absolutist) and a ‘Dutch’
(parliamentary) conception of society.76 But this thesis comes unstuck in the very
places where explanation is most urgently required. Wallenstein was central to
the Imperial (absolutist) war effort, yet was consistently opposed and ultimately
murdered by the Spanish faction at the Imperial court. The changing alignment
of Electoral Saxony, a key factor in the conflict, was informed by an almost equal
suspicion of the threats posed by Catholic absolutism and Calvinist conspiracy to
the Imperial constitution.77 Bavaria, a mainstay of the Imperialist cause, far from
being inspired by Spanish absolutism, was primarily motivated by Electoral
ambitions internal to the Empire and by suspicion of Spain, which ultimately led
it to ally with France. Central Europe’s ‘international crisis’ cannot be explained
by a clash of cultures: the constraints imposed by German Imperial institutions
must be taken into account.
Germany and the sceptics
No theory of the crisis seems to work for Germany. But neither does the
sceptical view. Germany shows unmistakable signs of a peak in social conflict in
the first half of the seventeenth century. German societies were racked not only
by a civil war which surpassed any other in Europe, but also by the ubiquitous
peak in popular protest.78 Half the peasants’ revolts in Brandenburg between
1548 and 1620 took place in the two decades after 1600.79 Peasant litigation and
revolt in Vorderösterreich intensified after the turn of the century.80 One
compendium of supra-local German revolts shows four to six for each quartercentury after 1525, but thirteen for 1625–50.81 Revolts in small territories show
an abrupt decline after mid-century, from nine revolts in the 1650s, to one or two
each decade for the rest of the century.82 Schulze’s analysis of German peasant
revolts concludes that, while they were less violent, less frequent, and
geographically more limited than revolts in England and France, they did clearly
peak (at least in Upper Germany and the Habsburg lands) in the early
seventeenth century.83 The German economy, too, was clearly undergoing
widespread and profound malaise in this period, although it varied across
different territories. Even if the crisis only represents an economic shift from
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some regions to others, it would need to be explained and analysed. Whether or
not we call it a ‘general crisis’, there is enough evidence of economic, social and
political breakdown to require an explanation.
IV
A ‘CRISIS OF DISTRIBUTION’
Existing explanations fail because they cannot simultaneously account for the
ubiquity of the seventeenth-century crisis and its variation across European
societies. Steensgaard comes closest to explaining the ubiquity of the crisis when
he shows its connections with the single common factor among seventeenthcentury European societies, the immense growth of the state. Brenner comes
closest to explaining its variation when he shows how the crisis was channelled
by different social structures. Let us see whether we can explain the crisis better
if we bring these together. Did the early seventeenth century see developments,
particularly in German-speaking central Europe, which accelerated the pressures
on both state and society?
Let us begin with Steensgaard’s view of the crisis as one of distribution,
caused by the growth of taxation and warfare. Taxes certainly rose throughout
Europe in the early modern period, and they rose particularly fast in the first half
of the seventeenth century.84 This would not have been possible without a
corresponding increase in the size of bureaucracies and, as Parker shows, the size
of armies.85 Germany moved in the same direction, but its route was determined
by the interaction of two levels of state growth, the Imperial and the territorial.
Taxation and war began to grow on the Imperial level in the sixteenth-century
wars against the Turks and then against the Protestants. Imperial activities
stimulated territorial states to grow: directly, when Charles V deployed the
precocious Spanish state against Protestantism, and the German Protestant
princes mobilized in response; indirectly, when between 1519 and 1606 Imperial
taxes increased sixfold, creating (as Schulze shows) the precedent and the need
for an increase in territorial taxes.86 But it was the tensions of the early seventeenth
century, in particular the Thirty Years’ War, that entrenched the institutions and
the consensus for fiscal growth on the territorial level, making it irreversible and
ubiquitous.87 In the decades before the war, and at latest by 1640, each and every
German state grew immensely, whatever its prior level of development.
The Habsburg possessions developed early. By 1600, both Emperor (as
territorial lord) and Estates had developed sophisticated administrative
mechanisms to pay for the Turkish wars.88 This aroused resistance, muted in
Styria and the Austrias, more violent in Vorderösterreich, where the economic
base and institutional mechanisms for high taxation were lacking.89 But even the
precocious Habsburg fiscal and administrative mechanisms were revolutionized
after the Battle of the White Mountain by devices adopted from the practices of
wartime, and from military entrepreneurs such as Wallenstein.90
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Bavaria was another early developer. The future Elector Maximilian wrote to
his father in 1598:
I see very well that among both spiritual and temporal lords only ragion di
stato is considered, and that he is respected who has much land or much
money, and as long as we have none, we will never have any authority
among Italians or others, until we put ourselves into a better position in
financial matters.91
By 1618, Bavarian taxes had doubled. But here, too, it was the war which caused
the real expansion, resulting in the bloody tax rebellion of 1633–4.92 In 1641 a
Bavarian jurist wrote, ‘the [war] “Contribution” has unfortunately become so
common during this continual twenty-year war that the word is no longer Latin
but rather to such an extent German that the peasants in the field understand it
altogether too Germanly’.93 By 1660, Bavarian peasants’ payments to landlords
had quadrupled since 1480, but their taxes to the state had risen by a factor of
twenty-two.94
In Saxony, the tax increases of the sixteenth century had been more moderate,
and more easily assimilated by the country’s industrial prosperity.95 The Thirty
Years’ War revolutionized the scale of taxation and the institutions for raising
it.96 Despite repeated parliamentary grants of debt relief and new taxes, many
taxes were by the 1630s being levied without consent.97 A new military tax
imposed in 1646 became a regular quarterly levy which continued even when the
war was over, enabling the establishment of a standing army,98 and increasing
tenfold by 1700.99
States without an advanced fiscal structure before 1618 were forced to develop
one. In Württemberg, for instance, central and local bureaucracy had to grow
rapidly to administer war taxes: by 1644, more was being spent in three months
on billeting alone than in 1620 for an entire year’s operations.100 In HessenKassel, taxes increased continually throughout the war despite the resistance of
the Estates, and by 1648, a standing army of twenty regiments had been
established.101 Peace brought only a temporary disarmament. By 1676 the army
had returned to twenty-three regiments, soon supported by monthly military
contributions.102
Brandenburg is the most striking example of the effects of the war.103 Because
Brandenburg avoided the sixteenth-century wars, its administrative and fiscal
apparatus remained unsophisticated. Unable to avoid the Thirty Years’ War,
however, the state broke down altogether in the 1620s, and the territory was
devastated.104 The institutions which emerged at the end of the war reflected raw
military and economic might: the post-war Brandenburg Recess, which granted
state enforcement of serfdom in return for finance sufficient for a standing army,
failed to restore economic or institutional powers to the peasantry or the
bourgeoisie, and laid the basis for the strongest state in Europe.
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The Thirty Years’ War can be viewed as an institutional hothouse. During the
war, German princes increased their independence from subjects, began to
disregard customary privileges, imitated the administrative and fiscal measures
of military entrepreneurs and occupying powers,105 and raised standing armies
which could be used both abroad and against their own subjects.106 In this
hothouse, tardy developers such as Württemberg were forced along towards
fiscal, bureaucratic, and military centralization. Early developing Austria,
Bavaria, and Saxony grew huge bureaucratic and fiscal structures. In
Brandenburg traditional institutions withered, clearing the ground for a sturdy
and rapid growth of new ones after 1648. Even small principalities participated
in the expansion of taxation and state spending, and reaped the social and
economic consequences.107
In German (as in other European) territories, this growth in taxation (and its
expenditure on warfare) put pressure on an economy without large surpluses,
often on economic sectors and social groups least able to bear it. It is thus hardly
surprising that the period in which most of this growth took place also saw the
peak of economic malaise and socio-political conflict—in German states just as
in other states that participated in the war—which we call the seventeenthcentury crisis.
But this is only part of the story. The growth of the state in early modern
Europe affected more than taxation and warfare. The administrative instruments
developed for these purposes could also regulate activities previously
inaccessible to government, and they could offer redistributive services to a wide
range of favoured groups and institutions. Resistance to these new forms of
redistribution, and competition to control them, were central elements in the
crisis. It is here that Brenner’s theory of social variation comes in, for this
process was channelled by the different social institutions of each European
society.
The economy was one of the most important arenas for the growing power of
the state. In Germany, as elsewhere, the economy had grown rapidly in the
sixteenth century, with increasing regional specialization, expanding trade,108
and the growth of markets.109 This economic growth created incentives to compete
for political control of products, factor inputs, and the institutions governing
their allocation. There is evidence to suggest that in Germany, as elsewhere, by
the first half of the seventeenth century, this competition was contributing to the
socio-political and economic malaise which we call the ‘General Crisis’. But the
social outcome of this competition, as Brenner pointed out, varied across
European societies. In Germany, the competition was often won by corporate
groups—village communities, small ‘home towns’, guilds, and merchant
companies—which the state licensed to control each of the different economic
sectors.110 Indeed, corporate groups were central to this competition: in 1643,
Elector Friedrich Wilhelm of Brandenburg refused to hear a legal suit by a group
of peasants against their lords, on the (controversial) grounds that ‘We cannot in
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any way approve the peasants’ independent undertaking, especially since they do
not constitute a corporate body.’111
Agricultural growth encouraged landlords in Germany, as elsewhere, to seek
to use the new powers of the state to increase feudal burdens, extend
monopolies, and curtail peasants’ rights.112 In turn, peasants lobbied, litigated,
and rebelled, to defend themselves and to gain princely support for their own
interests. Both groups secured some of what they sought. We saw earlier that
German princes diversified their sources of social support, by deciding legal
cases against landlords, remedying peasant grievances, and instituting policies of
Bauernschutz which strengthened peasant families and villages, if only to
preserve peasant production for state, as opposed to noble, extraction. But
alongside Bauernschutz, German princes (particularly in the east) also enforced
feudal regulations.113
How the competition for control of agriculture was channelled by German
social structures helps explain some characteristics of the crisis specific to
Germany. Schultz points out that peasant revolts lasted longer and were more
frequently associated with legal cases in Germany than elsewhere in Europe.
Bauernschutz, by strengthening the corporate peasant village, provided a strong
institution around which legal, as well as violent, resistance to landlords (and
prince) could be organized over long periods.114 Second, from the early
seventeenth century, German agriculture went into a long decline.115 Its
stagnation may have been exacerbated by the way in which Bauernschutz
strengthened communal regulation of agriculture and tended to make it the
monopoly preserve of richer peasants,116 while refeudalization increased labourintensity and discouraged agricultural innovation.117
Industries, too, became arenas of struggle in Germany among different
corporate groups—communities, guilds, and merchant companies, competing for
state monopolies, wage and price controls, subsidies, tariffs, entry restrictions,
labour market regulations, and other legislative favours. Guilds survived in
Germany and were strengthened by state legislation. The famous German ‘protoindustries’ early became the monopoly preserve of privileged corporate groups—
the Wuppertaler Garnnahrung, the Calwer Zeughandlungskompagnie, the
Uracher Leinwandlungskompagnie—which invested a great deal in lobbying,
bribes, and loans to the state, and delivered local regulation in exchange for
legislative favours.118
Although these institutional features of German industry are well known, the
literature does not analyse their macro-economic effects (e.g., on the adoption of
new technology, and the growth of output and trade). In so far as corporate
competition for extra-economic control of industry favoured established
producers, limited output, and raised prices (as monopolies seek to do), and in so
far as resources were invested in this competition rather than in productive ends,
it would have contributed to the economic downturn.
To sum up: the century prior to the crisis saw a (probably not coincidental)
confluence between the growth of the economy and that of the state. Economic
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growth increased the value of extra-economic control of economic resources. State
growth increased the efficiency with which such control could be exercised.
Together, these two growth curves gradually altered the balance of power among
the relatively stable social groups and social institutions of the late medieval
period. The consequent struggle among classes and repositioning of institutions
eventually issued in rebellion and civil war; and, in the economy, in rentseeking, inefficiencies, and deadweight losses during the adjustment period. This
process was channelled by social structures—in Germany, primarily by corporate
groups—and this gave the crisis its special shape in different societies.
But taxation and economic conflict are still only part of the picture. The state
was also expanding and disrupting the social balance in other ways, especially
(as recent local studies reveal) in social and religious regulation. It did this by
allying with the two institutions capable of regulating society on the local level:
the community and the church. Communities could offer local-level
implementation of measures desired by church and central state. The church
disposed of immense property, political influence, and its own local-level
personnel. In return for more effective enforcement of their own interests,
community and church were progressively induced or compelled to place these
at the disposal of the growing state.
This involved substantial redistribution of material resources and coercive
power. Local community and church bureaucracies grew enormously, cooperated
with the state, and widened their activities to education, marriage, the family,
welfare, and health.119 The resulting information and control over social, economic
and cultural activities made it possible for the state to redistribute power and
resources within communities.120 Direct or indirect control of ecclesiastical
funds and properties helped the state financially.121 Not least, the spiritual
influence of the church lent legitimacy to the political, social, economic and
ideological agendas of those who could manipulate it.
This process helps to explain why religion was a mobilizing force in many
conflicts associated with the seventeenth-century crisis. In Germany, the ius
reformandi after 1555 (another artefact of the Imperial constitution)
had strengthened territorial princes’ control over the church.122 German state
churches—Lutheran, Calvinist and Catholic alike123—increasingly imposed
religious orthodoxy, social discipline, and bureaucratic control on their
subjects.124 Although this process began in the sixteenth century, the debate
about the ‘success’ or ‘failure’ of the German Reformation125 shows that it was
often not until the seventeenth century that rulers, clergy, and local officials were
able to make Reformation ideas effective on the local level.126 It was then that it
generated social conflict and provoked resistance.
Confessional regulation was a factor in many German peasant revolts (and
territorial rebellions) of the period.127 Where this regimentation was carried out
in co-operation with local élites, as in Württemberg, Hohenlohe, Saxony, the
Rhine Palatinate, and Brandenburg, it did not provoke open revolt, although
there was more conflict than is usually recognized behind the façade of the
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harmonious peasant community. In other territories, especially those subjected to
the Counter-Reformation, it led to severe revolts: in Upper Austria in 1588–92,
in Upper and Lower Austria in 1594–6, in the Salzburg countryside in 1601–2, in
Upper Swabia in 1605–8, in Upper Austria in 1626, in the Ennstal of Upper
Austria in 1627, in the Hausrückviertel of Upper Austria in 1632, and in the
Madeland in 1634–6.128 Open revolt resulted where religious and social
regulation were imposed abruptly, from the centre, and by outsiders—as Jesuits
and Bavarians imposed it in Upper and Lower Austria, or Jesuits and Austrians
in Bohemia, in the 1620s. It also arose where lords and townsmen, as well as
peasants, were united against it, as in Upper Austria in 1597129 or Upper and
Lower Austria in 1626.130 The chain of Bohemian uprisings before and during
the Thirty Years’ War (in 1609, 1611, 1618, 1627–8, and 1632) can also be
traced to an intensification of regulation which was not just fiscal and political,
but also confessional and social.131
These local-level processes thus had their counterpart on the grand stage of
European politics. The Thirty Years’ War, like the English Civil War and many
of the European popular rebellions of the mid-seventeenth century, was triggered
and perpetuated at least partly by religious initiatives on the part of the state. The
Bohemian Revolt was sparked by fear that the prince who was about to become
Emperor would extend to the Empire the counterreforming innovations he had
introduced in his own Archduchy of Styria ten years earlier. The war spread to
the rest of the Empire, and indeed the rest of Europe, because the casting vote in
the Electoral College could shift the balance of religious power in the Empire. It
was perpetuated by the transfer of Frederick V’s electoral dignity to Maximilian
of Bavaria (i.e., from Protestant to Catholic), and by measures such as the Edict
of Restitution which threatened a massive redistribution of material resources.
This is not to say that the seventeenth-century crisis was ‘caused’ by religious
conflict, any more than it was ‘caused’ by military or economic conflict. The
debate has resulted, I would suggest, precisely from the fact that the crisis arose
from disequilibration by a variety of new forms of coercion. The common
feature was not the sorts of activities affected by this coercion—economic,
political, or religious—but its common source, the rapid expansion of the state into
new sectors of life, and the consequent disruption of the balance of power among
social groups and institutions.
This common source is reflected in the timing of the waves of revolt in
Germany, which corresponded to waves of state expansion. Around 1600,
counter-reformation religious regulation in the Habsburg lands evoked a great
wave of peasant wars. Between 1580 and 1620 high Imperial taxes and the
intensification of territorial policy by the small lordships between the Upper
Rhine and the Allgau caused a chain of smaller revolts.132 The Thirty Years’
War, with its fiscal and bureaucratic upheavals, saw a trebling of the frequency of
revolts.133 Immediately after the war, war-induced taxes and redistributive
measures caused a new wave of popular revolts: in Kempten, in a number of
Swabian principalities, and in western and central German territories.134 These
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waves of state expansion on a variety of different fronts fed the tide of social
conflict which peaked in the second quarter of the seventeenth century.135
The variety of grievances behind the mid-century conflicts prohibits any
narrow view of either the early modern state or the resulting crisis. The growth in
taxation and war is only part of the story. We must also include the state’s
growing capacity to alter the allocation of power and resources among social
groups by regulating economic transactions, religious beliefs, and social
relationships. This revolution in state control called forth a backlash by affected
groups, and a struggle among other groups for a share of the spoils. Because
social and institutional structures varied, the crisis followed different paths in
different European societies.
V
THE GERMAN CRISIS AND ITS INTERNATIONAL
OUTCOME
But why did it all happen at once? What accounts for the simultaneity of so many
conflicts and dislocations? Attention to Germany can help us answer this central
question. We have seen how German states and societies fit common European
patterns; let us now examine how Germany was different.
One difference we have seen already: the ‘corporative’ social structure by
which the competition for state redistributive measures came to be organized in
German societies. Corporate privileges could be defended and widened only
through continual appeal to the state. Particularly for peasant villages, this
process of corporate appeal frequently involved playing off the territorial and the
Imperial states against one another. The second way in which Germany was
different was precisely the Imperial political framework.136 As H.Weber has
shown, the three main forces constituting the Reichstag—the Emperor, the
Electors, and the territorial princes—were all attempting to expand their powers
at each other’s expense in the first half of the seventeenth century.137 Emperor
Ferdinand II expanded his control both in the Habsburg lands and, once in
possession of Wallenstein’s armies, in the Empire at large. The Electors sought
to expand their powers against the Emperor by allying with the other German
territorial princes, and against the princes by circumventing the Imperial Diet and
negotiating directly with the Emperor.138 And every German territorial prince
was equipping himself with the new fiscal, military and administrative instruments
of the early modern state, and resisting Imperial and Circle intervention in
domestic affairs.139 Emperor, Electors and territorial princes were also expanding
their powers by concluding foreign alliances: the Emperor with Spain, Poland
and the Papacy; Bavaria and Trier with France; and, of course, the Palatinate
with the ‘Calvinist International’. The Imperial framework was thus responsible
for the way in which two levels of aggressively growing state—the territorial and
the Imperial—interacted within German society.
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These two German peculiarities—of social structure (corporatism) and of
political framework (the Empire)—may or may not have been causally related.
In any case, they combined to give a special severity to the German crisis. And in
the end, it was this combination that triggered the cascade of uncontrollable
warfare that accelerated the prior growth of European states to the point of a
veritable revolution.
The German economic crisis
For one thing, they made the German economic downturn extraordinarily longlasting and severe.140 The Imperial framework perpetuated the survival of small
sovereign states, but was too weak to break down their economic autarky. By
way of response to the seventeenth-century economic downturn, the small
German states used their new powers to intensify barriers against each other,
even though their size made them especially dependent on inter-territorial trade.
This hindered the regional economic integration which reduced the severity of
trade and subsistence crises elsewhere in Europe.141
Another factor contributing to the German economic downturn was, of course,
the violent and protracted civil war, which was a conflict, not just among
territorial states, in various alliances with outside powers, but between Imperial
expansion and territorial state. Armies, famine and pestilence destroyed labour,
while warfare itself destroyed capital infrastructure and increased the riskiness of
trade, investment, and technological innovation.142 And the war prompted many
German princes to purchase concessions from influential social groups by
agreeing to regulate the economy in their interests, fuelling the costly corporative
conflict whose effects have already been mentioned.143
The German popular revolts
Corporatism and the rivalry between Imperial and territorial state also shaped
German revolts and rebellions. Peasant revolts in Germany were less frequent,
violent, successful, or geographically extensive than those elsewhere in Europe;
but were longer-lasting. They less frequently focused around representative
institutions or encompassed all social groups; they more often combined antiseigneurial with anti-fiscal grievances; and they were almost invariably
accompanied by litigation.144
Many of these features arose from the fact that Imperial institutions provided
legitimate ways in which rebellious subjects could appeal against decisions of
their prince, and interested outside powers could intervene in territorial affairs.145
Rebellious nobles, towns and peasant villages could appeal to the Emperor
directly, to the Imperial supreme courts in Speyer, Wetzlar, Prague and Vienna,
or—as in the Bohemian Revolt—to the Imperial constitution.146 Appeals to the
Imperial courts frequently led to the appointment of commissions of enquiry,
administered and enforced by the Circles (i.e., by powerful neighbouring
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territories).147 Towards 1600, such Imperial intervention in territorial revolts
increased.148 ‘During this period there was hardly a revolt which did not have a
parallel court case,’ writes Winfried Schulze, ‘indeed the opportunities for
resolving conflicts by litigation largely determined the tactics of the peasants’
resistance.’149
German revolts were less violent, because this extensive ‘juridification’ led to
a ‘tendency toward giving up force in favour of disciplined, long-term
representation of interests’.150 Outright revolts in Germany were less frequent
because juridification diffused, normalized and pacified popular resistance.151
Since litigation provided an alternative to escalation, and defined peasants’
grievances in terms of particular legal relationships and corporate privileges, it
tended to prevent German revolts from spreading to neighbouring territories.152
However, litigation and the other forms of outside intervention legitimized by the
Imperial framework made German revolts last longer. The extreme case of this,
of course, was the Bohemian Revolt which involved so many outside powers
(first within, and then beyond, the Empire) that the ensuing conflict took thirty
years to resolve.
German revolts seldom encompassed all social groups at once, because it was
easier to appeal to an Imperial institution than to subdue conflicts sufficiently to
form alliances, across corporate barriers, with other groups in the same society.
German revolts seldom focused around representative institutions (such as the
declining Peasant Estates)153 because Imperial institutions promised rebellious
subjects a better chance of being heard. And finally, German revolts often
combined anti-seigneurial with anti-fiscal grievances because the Imperial
framework sustained many small lordships, which used their growing
bureaucracies to reinforce feudal burdens.154
The war in the Empire also contributed to the special character of
German revolts, creating both the strains which evoked them155 and the
resources, institutions, and authority that quelled them.156 The battlefields of the
Thirty Years’ War provided the army of 30, 000 with which Emperor Ferdinand
suppressed the Lower Austrian revolt in 1626, and the forces used by Maximilian
and the Swedish occupation powers to quell the Bavarian tax rebellion in 1633–4.
Thus revolts in Germany were less significant or successful than in other
European societies.157 The Imperial framework ‘juridified’ some of them, and
engulfed the rest in conflict on a larger scale.
The German civil war
It was this larger conflict which most distinguished the German crisis, and which
spilled over into Europe at large. The Thirty Years’ War exceeded all other early
modern European conflicts in violence, duration, and the extent to which outside
powers became involved. Many of these characteristics can be attributed to the
competition between the Imperial and the territorial state, and to the sheer
complexity of their interaction and the number of sovereign entities involved—
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this is why the peace process took so long to resolve the conflict. In the war,
internal and external resistance to the growth of the state coincided. The war
began as an internal rebellion—the Bohemian Revolt—by nobles to whom
Imperial institutions gave the right to elect their ruler. This rebellion became a
civil war because both Emperor Ferdinand and Frederick V of the Palatinate
appealed to institutions and legitimacy outside the territorial state of Bohemia,
although within the composite state of the Empire. The Imperial constitution was
invoked as a justification by all participants: by Emperor Ferdinand, as territorial
lord, claiming the right to impose fiscal and confessional regulation; by the
rebellious Bohemian nobility, claiming protection against Ferdinand’s
expansionist ambitions as territorial lord; and by Protestant Electors and German
princes, claiming protection against Ferdinand’s expansionist aims as Emperor,
particularly his claims to interfere within territorial affairs in matters of religion
and internal revolt.158 With the swing vote in the electoral college at stake, no
major German state could afford to remain on the sidelines.
Nor could any state with an interest in strengthening or weakening the power
of the church or of the Habsburgs—nor could any state in Europe, in short—
afford to remain on the sidelines. So the German war became an international war.
Spain and the Papacy could not resist the opportunity of turning back the clock
on the gains of the Reformation in Central Europe, and obtaining a stranglehold
on the United Provinces. France, Denmark, Sweden, and the United Provinces
could not afford to watch the Habsburgs and the Papacy build a powerful
territorial state in the centre of Europe. Even without the labyrinth of crossalliances among German and non-German states, therefore, the Thirty Years’
War would have drawn in all the powers of Christendom, and some beyond.
But by intervening in such a violent, protracted and expensive conflict,
European powers accelerated the expansion of their own state structures and
strained their societies beyond endurance. It was the pressure created by the war
which brought together so many currents of resistance to the growth of the state
all over Europe at the same time. The war can be seen as shaping the crisis in
Europe at large, by accelerating and synchronizing the growth of European
states.
Changes in relations between states and societies, therefore, were omnipresent
in early seventeenth-century Europe, and (as we have seen) explain many
features of the crisis. To the changes in taxation and the public sector,
emphasized by Steensgaard, must be added changes in ‘extra-economic’
competition over economic allocation more widely, emphasized by Brenner.
Indeed, as we have seen, studies of the growth of the state on the local level
suggest that the resources at issue ranged beyond the economic, to control over
almost all aspects of behaviour and belief. Resistance to such control, and a
struggle among social groups for their share of its spoils, appears to lie behind
the popular revolts, the civil wars, and the economic downturn.
This also explains why the crisis was different in each society: the relationship
between state and society varied throughout Europe. In Germany, this
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relationship was complicated by widespread corporate privilege and by the
Imperial structure, which provided two levels of state to which subjects could
appeal to defend and extend their privileges. This fuelled an aggressive
competition between Imperial and territorial state which exacerbated the German
crisis to the point of civil war.
This war helped to bring relations between state and society in the different
European countries to a crisis in the second quarter of the seventeenth century.
The high stakes and tangled alliances of civil war within the Empire enticed (or
compelled) other European states to intervene, expanding their own state
structures in order to do so. The result, both in Germany and in Europe at large,
was to produce an all but legendary pinnacle of human misery in an era when the
state was expanding faster than the resources available to support it, and
provoking costly social conflict over its control. The German crisis, which came
to a head in the Thirty Years’ War, forced all European states to place intolerable
pressures on their subjects. The German crisis, in short, exported disorder to the
whole of Europe.
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